Committee membership is based on attendance. The meeting was held via Zoom.

- The group introduced itself.
- B. Nicholls presented the current Dashboard report update, reported on the recent block party monthly, and the new subscribers.
- B. Nicholls discussed replacing the LGBT celebrity banners.
- T. St Louis discussed the Hillcrest welcome signs.
- B. Nicholls introduced the discussion of the FY22 Budget.
- Rick discussed the Storefront Pride flier memo. He reported that distribution was going well.
- The group discussed the idea of a volunteer director
- Trent discussed the Little Spot Dog Park
- Cement Planters, Tree Update, Repainting street light poles, New sidewalks, Parkway pavers, Lights in trees on 6th Ave., Little Spot Dog Park, MTS and convenience store hot spots, 163 Freeway Entrance Project were all tabled.
- Adjourn